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Child Support and Public Policy: Securing Support from Absent Father 
By Judith Cassett! 
Lexington, 11~s.: Lexington Books 17 1 + s\iii pp., Sltj.00 

The intention of this book is to understand the present realities and prob- 
lems of our child support enforcement system and develop principles to 
govern its reform. The importance of the subject cannot be exaggerated. 
The explosive gro\k.th of single parent families is the dominant clemo- 
graphic trend of our time. Families headed b! a mother with no spouse 
present have grown at the con1po~1ncl rate of eight percent per year since 
19&S! Given the low to nonexistent levels of support pro\.ided by so man: 
fathers of these families, given the dual economic ancl de\-elopmental re- 
sponsibilitv of the single mother, and given the fact that !\.omen are dis- 
criminated against in the labor market ancl thus earn less than men. these 
family splits result in verv high likelihoocl that >uch children are much less 
~vell off economicallv tha’n the\ i\.ere before the split. ti1.e to ten times mol-e 
likely to be poor tha;i chilclren in intact f’amilies. ‘I-he author clarifies man\ 
issues relevant to reform and forthrightlv acl\.ocates principles that ~voulcl 
radicall>, alter child support if implemetiied. 

The book begins \\.ith a sketch of child support history. In both En- 
gland and the United States “poor laws” hat-e long required the support of’ 
needy children bv parents, present or absent. and the support of need\ 
parents by their adult children. The forced support of need\- parents has 
t\;eakened in state tabvs through time anct has ne\er been prescribed b\ 
federal la\\,. On the other hand. state enforcement of child support IX& 
encouraged b>, the 195U ancl 1967 A~mendments to the Social Securitv Act. 
and a complicated carrot-stick NX added in 19/A. the tatter moti\.atect b\ 
Senator Long’s tvell knolvn unhappiness with ,\FDC mothers and the 
often-absent fathers. 

Chapter 2 summarizes information on the recent growth of’ single 
parent families and the demographic reasons for that grw\.th. In Chapter 
3. the author uses the 5Lichigan Panel Stud\ of Income Dynamics to 
attempt to uncover the determinants of \\.hether or not, and hwv much, 
child support is paid by absent fathers. From a regression using her total 
sample she finds that \\.hites and minorities are sharply different. w.ith 
white fathers more apt to pav some support. Based on regressions usin,g 
the whites only, she found th& the remarriage of’ the mother tw~ered the 
likelihood of any support being paid: number of children to be supported 
and father’s income increase the amount of support paicl: surprisingl!, 
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remarriage b:. the father increased the amount of support paid. For mi- 
nority men. father’s income and his residence in the same state increase 
both the likelihood of any support and its amount. 

The author devotes Chapter 4 to an interesting anal>Gs of support 
in relationship to the economic status of the children and their fathers. 
Her analysis sh0tk.s that the sample fathers paid an average of $339 dol- 
lars per year: only one-third paid anything (Table 4-1, p. 65). She per- 
forms two simulations. If support rvere set to equalize economic IveIl- 
being between the mother’s family and the father or his family, this would 
require payments of an average of $3,566, over six times more than actual 
payments. This would leave one-third of the pairs of families poor. If 
earnings capacity rather than income bvere used to measure economic 
well-being, the aserage payment would be $2,933, and no pairs would be 
left poor. 

In Chapter 3 the author resiews and criticizes available studies of 
child support enforcement programs of particular states and of the fed- 
eral government. Her conclusion is that cost-effectiveness of present pro- 
grams is doubtful. She proposed in Chapter 6 that child-support be en- 
forced by the federal government through employer tvithholding (p. 
112). Chapter 7 focuses on the proper level of support: her principles 
here boil do\+-n to payments set to equalize the economic status of the 
children’s family and the non-custodial parent or hisiher family. Chapter 
8 is a summary. 

I have t\\*o problems with the book. The first is \\.ith the data and 
anaiysis used to describe and expfain the present status of child support: 
the second is with the meaning and implications of her principles for 
reform. 

The analyses in Chapter 3 and 4 are intended to show us where 1s.e 
are, how much the fathers pa); in relationship to their ability (ch. 4) and 
what determines whether they pay.and the amount they pay (ch. 3). The 
analysis of both these chapters suffers from the fact that the data used in 
the analysis i\.ere not collected for her purpose. The panel data set LISX~ 

contains annual income by sources for (then) seven years for an initial 
3000 househoids and all households formed from that initial population. 
Properly ignoring male single parents because of their scarcity in the 
panel, she found 578 cases in rvhich only the mother of the children S\YIS 

present in the household at some time during the survey. unfortunately. 
the corresponding mafe parent in 383, two-thirds, of these cases t\‘as 
never in the panel, so noticing is known about hint other than the support 
supplied by him as reported by the female parent. I can think of no 
justification for using any of these 3% cases in an analysis aimed at 
explaining \vhy the fathers pa); ivhatever support they do. Her comments 
on special codes and the reported sample sizes in the regression tables 
imply that she used all of them. This weakens the value of the analysis of 
why the fathers pay what the: pay. 

There is a problem wtth the actual support data used in both 
Chapters 3 and 4. Types of income that are received regularly and/or are 
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a large fraction of the total are quite accurately reported; types of income 
that are relatively small or infrequently received are seriously underre- 
ported. h part of the problem of child support is the irregularity of its 
being paid and the smallness of its amount: thus there is strong a priori 
reason to believe that unless special care and methods are used to deter- 
mine it, the amounts are underreported bv the custodial parents. This 
may be a very serious problem for a proper analysis of the determinants 
of support because the underreporting itself may be determined by vari- 
ables correlated with actual support. It should also cause us to take with a 
grain of salt the magnitudes of the amount of support reported in 
Chapter 4. However, even if the underreporting causes the $539 average 
payment to be underestimated by a factor of 2, which I doubt, there is still 
a great gap between $1000 and the amount required to equalize the 
economic rvell-being of the absent father and his children. 

Cassetty’s main reform “principle.” setting support to equalize \\.ell- 
being benveen the new and old farnil!-. is not just a frontal assault on 
present latitude in family law practices, although it is that. It is also implic- 
itly a transfer program of major proportions. I rvorry that some may 
accept it without giving thought to the consequences of such a scheme. 
Her Chapter 5, and the cost-effectiveness studies she analyzes in it, unfor- 
tunately, may encourage one to think that administrative enforcement 
costs are the only costs relevant to the problem. They are not. As Cassettv 
points out, there are all sorts of social costs that arise when lve attempt tb 
force people to do what they wish not to do. 

I am sure there are many meanings and approaches to “normative 
principles.” h1~ own is an ethlcally pragmatic (unprincipled?) one. I do 
not adopt a principle without knowing Its consequences. For example, we 
have tremendous inequality in economic r\.ell-being in the United States. 
Pure or true egalitarianism is a reform principle that would require taxes 
and transfers to equalize economic \\.ell-being for all. Should everyone 
cooperate and no one change their behavior in consequence of such a 
reform, the administrative costs would be Sl5 billion at the outside. But, 
we all know, people would not cooperate ivith a 100% tax on additional 
income, nor will thqy work as much, etc. Therefore, actual administrative 
costs would be ten times that high and the society tvould suffer all sorts of 
other dislocations. 

The author’s principle, if taken literally, implies a similar mini 
scheme. It does not imply total equalization of economic well-being, but it 
does imply equalization between some six to seven million pairs of units. 
The transfers are not between mutuall>- anonymous taxpayers and trans- 
fer recipients, but between often mutuallv antagonistic es-trives and ex- 
husbands. The tax rate is not 100%. but’ is 50%. (Furthermore, the ex- 
wife is also subject to an implicit 50% tas, since support payments fall by 
50~ for every dollar she earns.) 1Vhat rvould be the administrative and 
output cost of enforcing such a transfer system? And the effects of such 
equalization are not confined to the reaction of couples a1read.y split. The 
principle implies a drastic increase in the financial cost of divorce. En- 
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justly low as these costs now are. raising them r\.ill certainI> affect the 
behavior of husbands-fathers. Are there some. possibly the million PILE 

child abusers and/or wife abusers, for lvhorn 1t.e want to at least not 
increase the cost of splitting? 

Pointing out the implications of her principle is not meant to argue 
that the present non-system is not the unjust. inefficient. disgrace that it 
is. It is to argue, first, that Cassetty’s book is just a beginning, as she tells 
us; \ve must learn much more about why child support is what it is and 
ivhat incrementally improves it. Secondly, it is to argue that righteous 
indignation, and I share hers, is of very limited value in formulating good 
policy. At minimum we must analyze the potentially costlv.implications of 
our ideals. Reform that Hill improve things mav be as difficult to design 
as it will be to implement. The children lvait. 

Making Fathers Pay: The Enforcement of Child Support 
By David L. Chambers 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1979, YtZ+xiv pp. $‘23.00 

David Chambers’ ,\laking Fathers Pq: The Enforcement of‘Child Support dra- 
matically illustrates the persistent conflict in our country between the 
values of efficiencv and justice. Here the social problem concerns finan- 
cial support for ch’ildren whose parents have divorced. The issues raised. 
however, are equally pertinent to civil commitment or the -juvenile and 
criminal justice systems. In all these settings policymakers must ask 
whether effective sanctions-those rvhich accomplish the purpose in- 
tended-are also just sanctions? 

In a M,ide-ranging, well-written, and methodologically sophisticated 
study, Chambers, a Universitv of Xlichigan la\\. professor, demonstrates 
that the combination of persistent ivarnings and the use of jail \\.ill get 
significantly more fathers to pay for their children’s support than will jail 
and a lax warning system or a competent one not enforced by imprison- 
ment. Fortunately, he is a responsible researcher and an astute lawyer; he 
does not leave us with his findings alone but explores the social costs of 
such imprisonment and suggests alternatives potentially as effective and 
substantially more fair. 

The state of Michigan has a unique system for handling the financial 
consequences to children of their parents divorce. Each county in the 
state has a Friend of the Court lvhose responsibility is to collect and 
disperse child support payments determined by the court in a divorce. 
The persons kvho rvork for this organization are assigned a caseload much 


